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Tarology
The Star Road Map
The Mayan Astrology Handbook makes it easy to: Use your Power Days and weeks
to your advantage. Develop skill in gliding through Challenge Days and weeks.
Discover the Mayan astrology compatibility you have with friends, family and coworkers. Find new layers of understanding about yourself and others that Western
astrology does not address. Learn that Western and Mayan astrology can work
together to enhance your life.

Learning the Tarot
Vikings Tarot
A classic guide on how to master a Tarot reading that combines self-teaching
techniques with personal insight provides revised interpretations for the Minor
arcana as well as coverage of topics ranging from crystals and astrology to
numerology and occult metaphysics.

Tarot of Gothic Vampires
?2013 Oracle” looks beyond 2012 with a powerful divination system, including two
card decks, a colorful printed cloth to contain and focus the oracular energies, and
a four-color book to explain and interpret the guidance of the ancients.

Tarot of the Animal Lords
Stone engravings of an ancient civilization come to life in this vivid deck—a tribute
to the art and wisdom of the Mayan culture. Boxed deck includes 78 full-color cards
and instruction booklet Publisher Review: Because Tarot, particularly the Major
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Arcana, is a collection of archetypal images, it is a fascinating medium for
exploring different worldviews, whether cultural, historic, esoteric, or artistic. Thing
key to getting the most out of these decks is to remember what they are and what
they are not. As Riccardo Minetti explains in Twenty Years of Tarot: The Lo
Scarabeo Story, "when we are creating a deck, we are not making a documentary.
We are not building [read more]

Maya Tarot
This refreshingly contemporary take on Tarot is equal parts gorgeous art piece and
thought-provoking spiritual touchstone. All 78 classic Tarot cards are represented,
beautifully depicted in ethereal watercolors by Michelle Blade and eloquently
explained in text by Jen Altman. The Circadian Tarot invites readers to start each
day by reading a section at random (a technique known in the use of traditional
Tarot decks as the single draw method"); the card thus revealed offers guidance
for navigating hopes.

The Maya Book of Life
Romantic, sensuous, and mysterious, this Gothic deck speaks the language of the
subconscious, of our dreams, and sometimes of our nightmares. In doing so, it
gives us the strength and guidance to face our fears with confidence. The vampires
in these cards are not monsters, but dark and damned protagonists that live in
technological and desolate urban landscapes, a version of our own reality. Their
poignant beauty is apparent as they move between their human and supernatural
natures. Publisher Review: When Waite and Smith created their deck which has
become a de facto standard, they were both members of the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn. That group considered the Tarot part of their magical system, the
magic of the light. In the modern mythic world of the vampire, many of the
traditions of the light—which is shunned by vampires—are reversed. Thus, the Sun
card, usually considered a sign of good fortune, shows a vampire on a hill just
before sunrise, perhaps drawing a will or epitaph into the ground. The Judgment
card that follows shows the sun rising and the vampireread more.

Unlocking the four corners
This lavishly illustrated book is the ultimate guide for everyone interested in the
history and practice of Tarot. Learn how to explore your subconscious and enhance
your spiritual development. Topics include: • How to read and interpret the cards •
Tarot astrology and numerology • Games that can be played with Tarot cards

The Complete Lenormand Oracle Handbook
Highly stylized, unique, and spiritually influenced, the cards are a stage with
characters presented in a theatrical manner.

The Circadian Tarot
Discover What the Prophecy of 2012 Means for Your Life According to the Mayan
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Elders, at the moment of birth every human being is given a destiny. Our life
challenge is to develop ourselves and our skills in order to fulfill this destiny, thus
fueling our individual contribution to the planet. At the heart of The Book of Destiny
is the sacred Mayan calendar, an extraordinary tool that allows the reader to
discover this destiny, along with one’s special Mayan symbol, origin, as well as the
protection spirits that accompany them through life. Poetically narrated, the book
describes how the calendar contains the scientific legacy of the Mayan people,
preserved and transmitted over the centuries through oral tradition and written
texts. Written at the request of the Mayan Elders, by member of the Guatemalan
Elders Council and Mayan Priest Carlos Barrios, The Book of Destiny is a tool to
help people understand their life purpose and to use this profound knowledge to
make the best of their time on earth.

Toltec Tarot
Written by trained therapist and expert tarot teacher Juliet Sharman-Burke, this
guide to the art of reading and understanding the tarot uncovers clues to the
historical, mystical, and psychological spirit of this ancient system of revealing
past, present and future.

Xultun (Mayan) Tarot Deck
This short book on fortune telling, is an essential read if you want to learn about
cartomancy. Within it’s pages it covers a diverse amount of methods for classic
styles of reading. There is a short two-chapter section at the end about the Tarot.
Described are several different spreads, including the 32-card method, the French
and Italian methods, the Grand Star, and Etteilla's Tarot spread. Many of the
earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing many of these
classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text
and artwork.

Tarot for Your Self
Revised edition of the 78-card Mayan Tarot deck based on sketches by Peter Balin
of glyphs found on wooden lintels and stone steles at Tikal, Guatemala. The Major
Arcana join together to make one picture. The Minor Arcana cards are titled
English/French/German/Italian/Spanish. Flier in English.

Astrological Oracle
This extraordinary approach to Tarot dispenses with "cookbook" classifications and
teaches you to combine your own intuition with more than 200 years of Tarot
wisdom. Begin with a "card of the day" to use as a motivational force or for
reflection. Or find your own personality card. Select from 15 layouts, from simple
3-card spreads to more complex ones for special desires. "Plus: a visual
comparison of symbolism in the three major decks, a full page analysis of each
card, and advice on asking questions that bring real knowledge.
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The Tarot of the Bohemians - The Most Ancient Book in the
World for the Use of Initiates
The Complete Illustrated Guide to Tarot
A vibrant deck that spirits the user away to the archetypal world of the soul. The
art allows users to communicate directly with their inner consciousness, and begin
a journey through mysterious and unknown worlds.

Tarot and Psychology
Yoga Nidra is the master key to initiating shifts in conscious sleep states where
change happens outside of doing. In Yoga Nidra you enter a state of non-doing in
which transfomration happens from beyon the mind rather than through the mind.
In this highly regenerative meditative state you can restore and rejuvenate your
body, heal and recover from illness and re-wire your brain for breater metnal and
emotional balance and resiliency. This comprehensive guidebook explores the core
of Yogic philosophy and modern applications of Yoga Nidra backed by scientific
research - affirming what Yogis have known for thousands of years. You will receive
instruction on the practice of Yoga Nidra and the use of intention. You will discover
how unconscious thinking patterns and resulting biochemical states contribute to ill
health, stress, insomnia, depression, anxiety, bad habits, trauma and addictions
and most importantly, how to neutralize them with the Six Tools of Yoga Nidra.

The Twelve Gates
Lo Scarabeo's Astrological Oracle invites us into a galaxy of cosmic wisdom. This
larger-than-average deck features evocative, Art Nouveau style images from the
zodiac, along with symbols and attributes of signs and planets. Use this valuable
oracle for a deeper understanding of people, events, and yourself.

Flight of the Feathered Serpent
Guide to the Xultun (Mayan) Tarot Deck. Peter Balin, the painter of the Xultun Tarot
deck, has written a book about the tarot and the Maya Indians' view of the world.
Although the approach is new and deals with American knowledge, it will serve all
Tarot decks regardless of their origin. The reader journeys with the Fool towards
the impeccability of the sorcerer, with each step along the way clearly defined. The
graphics alone are so spellbinding that even if you are not interested in the Mayas
or the tarot, there is something in this book for you.

Blue Moon Tarot
This original arot deck offers fresh interpretations of traditional tarot with vibrant
art blending fantasy, whimsy and nature

Tarot for One
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In The Twelve Gates, clinical anthropologist John Rush embarks on a spellbinding
journey through death rituals in various cultures, centering on the ancient Egyptian
philosophy of death and resurrection. The first part of the book provides an
overview of different rituals, encouraging readers to confront their feelings about
death and to reevaluate their lives. The author details his own experiences
preparing for death, including a painful tattooing process inspired by the ancient
Egyptian Books of the Netherworld. He then guides readers through the Twelve
Gates of the Underworld, symbolic ritual stages during which they can figuratively
experience death and rebirth. A set of full-color tarot cards, designed by the
author, is included as an aid in passing through each of the Gates. These ancient
rituals, performed by pharaohs and priests for thousands of years, help ease the
way toward a peaceful, conscious death.

Londa Tarot
Art: Dave McKean Text: Rachel Pollack Introduction: Neil Gaiman What does YOUR
future hold? Find out with the re-release of one of the most-requested and soughtafter VERTIGO products of all time: The VERTIGO TAROT DECK SET, in a special
gold foil-stamped Sandman 20th Anniversary Edition! With evocative card images
and illustrations by award-winning artist Dave McKean, the 78 tarot cards in the set
are designed to be utilized by any practitioner of tarot. The Major Arcana of the set
features an array of Vertigo characters, including: * The Fool - John Constantine *
The Magician - Tim Hunter * The High Priestess - Titania, Queen of Faerie * The
Hierophan - Morpheus * The Wheel of Fortune -Destiny of the Endless * Death Death of the Endless * The Devil - Lucifer * The World - Swamp Thing This new
anniversary edition features: Seventy-eight cards with art by Dave McKean, a
softcover 128-page book (with a four-color cover by McKean, black and white
interior text by tarot expert Rachel Pollack, and an introduction by New York Times
best-selling SANDMAN author Neil Gaiman), plus a black velvet-like drawstring bag
to hold the tarot cards. The book cover, box front, spines and velvet-quality bag
are gold foil-stamped with a special Sandman 20th Anniversary logo. The set is
manufactured to order. Advance-solicited; on sale November 5, 2008 * Tarot Deck
Set * $39.99

Fortune Telling With Cards
In TAROLOGY Enrique Enriquez sees the Tarot de Marseille through the prism and
science of pataphysics, the science of imaginary solutions. By following into the
footsteps of Oulipian writers, he applies the idea of constraint and the rule of
restriction to the surprisingly visual and gestural nature of Tarot. The result is not
only illuminating but also enriching for all those interested in the history of Tarot
and its divinatory practices. Enriquez develops a whole new method of reading
cards, which combines careful considerations of chance with choice. By using a
phenomenological and constructivist approach to the cards, Enriquez shows how
the Tarot de Marseille speaks poetry and thus reveals some of our deepest
concerns with language, with what we can say when we are at a loss for words. --"In TAROLOGY, going from pataphysics to poetry, Enrique Enriquez PERFORMS
tarot in a way that is marvelously free of cultural preconditioning to the workings of
myth and symbol, while at the same time proposing following the rules of 'watch
and learn', 'keep it simple', 'stay on track', 'be surprised', 'be fearless', and 'let the
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image talk the walk'. This is no small achievement." (Camelia Elias, Professor of
American Studies and Tarot de Marseille Reader)

Faerie Tarot
A "how-to" book with 19 lessons and numerous exercises, beginning with the
basics and gradually moving into advanced concepts so that you can learn to read
the tarot at your own pace. Includes interpretations for all the cards. The author
first presented this course on the Internet, and continues to provide website
support for students with questions. 178 illustrations using the popular Waite deck.
Appendix. Bibliography. Index.

The Mayan Astrology Handbook
THE MAYA BOOK OF LIFE: UNDERSTANDING THE XULTUN TAROT is the companion
book to the Xultun Tarot Classic Edition. It explores the archetypes and alchemy of
the major arcana of the Xultun Tarot through indigenous teachings and the
analytical psychology of C G Jung and casts new light on the meaning of 2012. The
Xultun Tarot was created by Peter Balin in 1976 based on images from Maya
history and culture. Taken from a single painting, it is the only tarot deck where
the major arcana form a complete picture. This picture is a symbolic image of the
alchemical marriage of spirit and matter and a map of what Jung called the
individuation process. Only 500 copies of the original Xultun Tarot were ever
printed. Now Kahurangi Press (xultun.com) has recreated this classic, long out-ofprint deck true to its original large size and vibrant colours together with a book
that explains the profound symbolism of the cards. Michael Owen is a clinical
psychologist in private practice and author of Jung and the Native American Moon
Cycles. He lives in New Zealand.

Yoga Nidra
Sourced from common roots of ancient Chinese (I Ching) and pre-Hispanic
Mesoamerican tradition, this easy-to-use new resource distils and updates ancient,
archetypal lessons for motivation, hope, and practical guidance in modern lifesituations. Symbolic indigenous images and lucid text energise, harmonise, and
integrate the inquirer's feminine and masculine natures -- providing an accessible,
refreshing alternative to the masculine/aristocratic biases of previous I Chings. The
new sequence of hexagrams is specifically designed to help individuals cultivate
wise inner responses to circumstances beyond their control. For readers of Toltec
Wisdom that have responded so enthusiastically to books like The Four
Agreements and to the idea of spirit warriors as in Dan Millman's Peaceful Warrior,
this hands-on oracle will be a welcome addition. In these uncertain times, it will be
a helpful tool to many seeking inner guidance and understanding.

The Animal Wisdom Tarot
Bestselling Native American title exploring Native American spiritual teachings.

The Book of Destiny
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Using tarot cards is a time honored way to see the patterns of the past, explore the
potential of what is to come and predict your future. The Animal Wisdom Tarot
contains an inspirational book and a complete deck of 78 tarot cards.

Xultun Tarot
A full-color guide to fortune-telling with the Lenormand oracle • Explores the
meanings of the 36 Lenormand cards and their playing card insets to help build a
resourceful, interpretative vocabulary • Provides instructions for many spreads,
starting with 3 or 5 cards and building to the Grand Tableau spread, which uses all
36 cards • 416 pages and full-color throughout • Reveals the origins of the
Lenormand oracle from both coffee-ground symbols and playing card cartomancy
More than 200 years old, the 36 Lenormand cards are an oracle combining
standard playing cards with images from the everyday world, such as key, book,
animals, and flowers. Their simple, predictive, and non-esoteric nature opens the
realm of fortune-telling to all, offering a traditional cartomantic divination where
card combinations fuse together to give clear answers. In this complete guide to
Lenormand card reading, Caitlín Matthews explains the multiple meanings for each
card, providing keywords so the reader can quickly build an interpretive vocabulary
for Lenormand fortune-telling. She details how to lay spreads, starting with 3 or 5
cards and building to the Grand Tableau spread, which uses all 36 cards. She
explores the significance of the playing card pips and suits on each card and how
cards combine to create a variety of meanings. Matthews enables readers to learn
the Lenormand card keywords so they can both read for themselves and express
their interpretations to clients. Providing real case histories for readers to interpret,
she also includes self-tests and practice exercises with answers to check at the end
of the book. In addition to her comprehensive practical introduction to the
Lenormand oracle, Matthews delves deeply into the history of cartomancy to
reveal the mythic blueprint that underlies this simple deck, the key to which lies
not in their imagery but in their connection to playing cards.

Tarot of the Witches Deck
A wonderful Visioning and Energy work tool that will open your perception of reality
into realms of mystery and magic, while helping you clear out limiting and heavy
beliefs. These beautiful books are blessed with 22 new and original images created
by Indigo Flores in collaboration with Heather Ash just for this book. Incorporating
symbols and places from Teotihuacan mexico and the teachings of the Toltec into
the base concepts of the tarot has created an incredible beauty in each card that
will truly astound you. Each card has an inspiring poem created just for it by
Heather Ash, awesome seeds that will empower you to truly channel the energy of
each card. There is a 20 page introduction to the tarot and a page of information
for each card that has never before been taught.

Mary K. Greer's 21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card
The Tarot of the Bohemians' is a serious and in-depth study of the occult tarot, and
an absolute must for inclusion on the bookshelf of any serious student of the
subject. Contents include: Introduction to the Study of the Tarot; The General Key
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to the Tarot; The Sacred Word; Esotericism of Numbers; Analogy Between the
Sacred Word and Numbers; The Key to the Minor Arcana etc. Many of these earliest
books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely
scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.

The Sacred Tree
Courtney Weber has been teaching Tarot and speaking at Tarot symposia around
the country for a decade. In response to the numerous requests she has received
over the years, Weber created Tarot for One, a personal workbook and resource
guide designed to help form interpretations directly applicable to self-readings. In
Weber’s clean, clear style, this book explores the Fool, the Major Arcana, the Court
Cards, Cups, Wands, Swords, and Pentacles, as well as what she calls the tough
cards, reversals, practice spreads, and next steps. She includes common
associations as well as extensive exercises to unlock readers’ own interpretations
for connecting personal journeys with the archetypical Tarot. Readers will learn to
let the voice of the Tarot come through without overlaying too much of their own
“stuff” during a reading. Tarot for One includes dozens of original Tarot spreads
and layouts, which have been repeatedly proven both fun and effective in Weber’s
classes and workshops. It also contains tips on finding a deck, honing a Tarot
practice, and avoiding common self-reading pitfalls. This is the essential guide for
your personal journey with the Tarot.

The Secret Language of Tarot
The Blue Moon Tarot Guide Book is the essential companion to Julie Cuccia-Watts'
second tarot deck. Initially Blue Moon was meant to serve as closure for the
calendar ideas written about in the Ancestral Path Tarot Wheel of the year. But
instead it became the inspiration for Julie's third deck MAAT Tarot. Originally Blue
Moon was a hand glued laser printed deck that ran from 1998-2001. In 2004 Blue
Moon was printed professionally as a limited edition of 1000 signed and numbered
major arcana. In 2020 this deck had an upgrade and is now available on demand.
This guide was remastered for the 2020 Blue Moon Tarot remake.

Tarot Basics
What? A Clinical Psychologist Espousing Tarot Cards? Dr. Arthur Rosengarten, in
Tarot and Psychology: Spectrums of Possibility, does just that. He explains Tarot to
those who may want to learn to use it properly for the greatest good-individuals
who desire greater spirituality in their lives, including the benefits of psychological
insight and depth, without the baggage of affiliation that invariably accompanies
any single set of beliefs. Tarot, they will soon find, operates on many levels of
profound meaning from a purely non-affiliated platform in the truest sense. Tarot
makes accessible to awareness a full spectrum of psychological and spiritual
possibility with little preference for its user's qualifications or beliefs. Rather
magically, one might say, Tarot captures the heartbeat of experience. This fact
alone should make the deck of human possibility immediately relevant to helping
professionals who deal with the heartbeats of experience daily. The use of Tarot as
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an oracle for creating awareness and gaining insight into particular symptoms,
problems or questions-i.e. Tarot divination-is often mentioned as an afterthought,
alongside other meditational exercises and alternative spread configurations. Yet
today, the vast majority of individuals who have discovered the wonders and
mysteries of Tarot have done so through experiences of divination. Card reading,
without a doubt, is Tarot's most beguiling and potentially beneficial enterprise.
Why dance around the magic? For Tarot to continue to evolve into the 21st century
(and beyond) it must have a stronger application emphasis, that is, it must be
relevant, accessible, and meaningful to the changing contours of people's lives. It
must resonate with all who seek greater meaning, creativity, and awareness, not
simply with small segments of the waning New Age. Tarot and Psychology provides
an innovative new approach for understanding the psychological and spiritual
possibilities of human experience.

The Vertigo Tarot
Secret Language of Tarot sets itself apart from other tarot books by teaching
readers how to translate the pictorial symbolism from one deck to another,
strengthening the reader's ability to recognize specific icons in any deck and in the
world around them. The Secret Language of Tarot can be used as both a reference
book and as a series of guided meditations on the individual symbols. Each of the
seven chapters contain a set of symbols that share a common theme. Extensive
research provides readers with the lore and mythological meanings of the symbols
to help foster intuitive powers. The explanation of imagery is both insightful and
eclectic. When read from beginning to end, The Secret Language of Tarot reveals a
hidden current of understanding and connection between the individual cards of
the deck. Each chapter ends with an Integration Lesson and a special Symbol
Spread to deepen the understanding of the cards. The Secret Language of Tarot
brings imagery and intuition into a course of study of the tarot. It is a must-have
for any serious tarot reader that is written in accessible language for the novice as
well.

Tarot of the Trance
Drawing on nearly forty years of tarot experience, Mary K. Greer has developed a
new energizing approach-made up of twenty-one stimulating techniques to
interpret or deepen your understanding of each card. Just as the twenty-six letters
of the alphabet can be combined to form billions of words, Greer's twenty-one
methods can be used in any combination for gaining amazing new insights and
perspectives. Emphasizing both traditional and personal methods of interpretation,
Greer's techniques involve storytelling, sketching, symbols, metaphors, dialogues,
acting, and other imaginative exercises. Designed to bring about interaction,
transformation, and empowerment, this twenty-one-pronged approach to tarot can
help readers expand standard interpretations and evolve new ways of connecting
to the cards. Winner of the Coalition of Visionary Resources Award for Best
Divination Book

The Toltec I Ching
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The Star Road is the Milky Way, our own glorious and mysterious universe; and we
are traveling along this Road, entering the belly of our universe. Here, find a new
approach to divination based on the ancient world view of the Mesoamericans to
find how to navigate life challenges from a galactic perspective. Mesoamerican
tribes that used the 260-day sacred calendar with the 365-day solar calendar are
the backdrop for many models of marking time. Why such obsession with time?
Discover a clearer picture of what they "saw" in the movement of the cosmos, look
at energies in a new way, and adopt a fresh methodology of dealing with life's
circumstances. With 78 beautiful art cards and a guidebook created to help
readers piece together a larger view of how the ancient Mesoamericans perceived
reality, you will be able to use concepts to create a multidimensional picture of the
energies affecting you and Mother Earth in the past, present, and future. Provided
are key words, inspirations and energies, goals, light and shadow, and history to
assist you on your journey of self discovery.

2013 Oracle
/U.S. Games Systems, Inc. A beautiful 78-card deck with mystical symbolism by
Fergus Hall. The imagery on the cards depicts dream-like fantasies in a style
similar to the surrealist movement. Cards measure 2 3/4" x 4 1/4". Incudes a
booklet by S.R. Kaplan with card inte

The New Complete Book of Tarot
The Tarot is all about balance. With this deck, you can tap into animal energies
with ease. These images combine animal and human figures while maintaining the
recognizable compositions of traditional Tarot. The charming use of colors coupled
with rigorous research has allowed Giannini to create this gem of poetry and
sensibility. Tarot of the Animal Lords is for all those who love animals but prefer
the easy readability of classic Tarot iconography.
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